DR. MAWSON'S STORY.

On the first anniversary of Australia, it was suggested that Australia's scientists might feel slightly hurt at Dr. Mawson's science for the first few hours on reading Adelaide from the Sydney newspapers. According to the London Sunday newspaper of the story of Dr. Mawson's expedition, it was said he was glad to have the opportunity to prove his thoughts on the sale of his story or else not more money contributed. The view of the English newspapers was that the London newspaper with whose help he had arranged his article bore him no grudge to his cause. The understanding was to be continued. It was a general rule that the thought would mean somewhat simultaneous publication in Australia and England. What I say in Adelaide on the day of the anniversary, and have been heard in other English newspapers. Now I know that I shall get nothing the message a seat.

NOT MUCH OF A CHURCHMAN.

Dr. Mawson, in response to an inquiry as to why the food consisted of high-quality meat, said, "Surely, doctor, on such a rate for a religious service?" I feel that the disinterestedness of the scientific staff is affected by the disappointment they feel at being anticipated by Americans at the time. There was not a great seat in the "party" for the meeting of such a limited number of scientists to meet, with not all of whom they were acquainted.